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We present a probabilistic principle: for an additive functional of certain Markov 
processes, its smallness with time is equivalent o its smalness with space. and apply 
it to a perturbation problem for relativistic Schriidinger operators. ej 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We prove an equivalence theorem which may be regarded as the 
following principle: for a “Markov quantity,” its smallness on the little 
space and on the entire time is equivalent to its smallness on the little 
time and the entire space. Actually we extend the following result from 
Aizenman and Simon [ I] to a general probabilistic setting. 
THEOREM A-S. For a Bore1 function q on R” (n 2 3) the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
IJ’-.xJ~P’*Iq(y)( & 1 =o; (i) 
where {X(t): t > 0} is the standard Brownian motion in R”. 
The proof in [ 1 ] is simple and based on an ingenious and elementary 
analysis of the transition density of the Brownian motion. We first 
investigate this theorem from a more general viewpoint. Let A(t) = 
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Jb (q(X(s))( ds as a special additive functional of the Brownian motion and 
change the form of (i) in term of probability. Since for each x E R”, 
zz 
s 
= E”Cl,,,,,,(Wt)) IdWt))ll dt 
0 
we may rewrite (i) as 
(Cl) ix le,,.,,(X,) dA(t) =O. 
0 
We can simply change (ii) as 
((3) ‘I’,:: [sup E”(A(t))] = 0. 
x 
So, roughly speaking Theorem A-S becomes a typical example of the 
general principle we mentioned at the beginning. 
In this paper, we treat a general class of Markov processes and prove the 
main result that for any additive functional on a Markov in this class, (Cl) 
and (C2) are equivalent. 
The significance of Theorem A-S for the theory of the Schrodinger 
operator lies in that it connects the two different approaches to this theory. 
As the first one, Kato [9] proved an important result by a purely analytic 
method: for any potential term q satisfying (i), the Schriidinger operator 
-A/2 + q is essentially self-adjoint; as the second one, the condition (ii) is 
the key point to the Feynman-Kac semigroup approach. We note that the 
second approach including the Feynman-Kac formula, Khasminskii’s 
lemma, and a standard semigroup argument (see [lo]) is valid for the 
general Hunt process, on the other hand, for most of Markov processes, 
(Cl) can be changed into an analytical form like (i) if we replace 
Ix - yl 2-n by the Green function of the corresponding process. It turns out 
to be an analytical condition to describe what kind of singularity can be 
allowed for a proper potential term. 
As applications of the main result, we consider the pseudo-differential 
operators I- A I Or” (O<cc<2) and J--m (m>O), the latter is 
called the relativistic Hamiltonian operator and was recently investigated 
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by Carmona, Masters, and Simon in [3] which motivated our interest in 
this subject (also see [S-7]). For the first case, the corresponding Markov 
process in the symmetric stable process of index ~1. Its Green function is the 
Rietz potential C Ix - ,V ’ --“. Thus the main theorem (Theorem 1) shows 
that the proper condition of a potential term q in the Schrodinger operator 
)-d1”‘2+q is 
lim sup 
i J 
Ix-yl’-“Jq(l’)) dy =o. 
rl0 ., lj.-.Vl <r 1 
For the second case, the corresponding Markov process is also a Levy 
process (see [3]). After estimating the behavior of its Green function as 
Ix - ~1 + 0 and applying the main theorem we obtain that the proper con- 
dition of the potential term q in the relativistic Schrijdinger operator is the 
equality (1) with CI = 1, which is just the condition of KY’ given in [lo]. 
The last remark is about the ambiguous usage of the term “potential.” 
The main result may help to set up a natural and intrinsic connection 
between the classical potential theory and the potential theory on the 
Schrodinger perturbations. One could expect a general potential theory 
including both. Actually, their physical origins, the Newton potential, and 
the Coulomb potential, have the same form: c/lx - )*I ! 
2. MAIN THEOREM 
Let S be a locally compact metric space with the metric function p and 
let X= (Q, %, X,, 9,, P”) be a Hunt process with state space (S, p) and life 
time i (see [4] for definition). 
We now introduce the definition of an additive functional of X as in [2]. 
A family A = {A, : t > 0 } of functions from Q to [0, cc] is called an 
additive functional of X if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(a) almost surely the mapping t + A, is nondecreasing, right 
continuous, continuous at [, and satisfies A, = 0; 
(b) for each t, A, E z; 
(c) for each t and s, A,+,=A,+ l(l<i)(A,09,) almost surely. 
A family A = {A,: t 2 0) of functions from I2 to [0, co] is called a strong 
sub-additive functional of X if A satisfies (a), (b), and 
(c’) for each {e} stopping time T and each FE-measurable function 
RzO, A r+~bA,+ l,~<;, [ AR( QT)] almost surely. 
LEMMA 1. (i) Any additive functional of X is a strong sub-additive 
functional of X. 
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(ii) For any strong sub-additive functional A and any real number 
M>O, A A M= {A(t) A M: t20} is a strong sub-additive jlnctional. 
Proof. Part (i) follows from Proposition (1.13) of Chapter IV in [Z] 
and a remark after this proposition. Part (ii) is obvious. i 
For any Bore1 set B in S, the hitting time of B is given by 
T,=inf(t>O:X,EB} and the exit time of B is r,=T,-,. For each XES 
and r>O, put 
B(x,r)=(yES:p()~,x)<r}. 
We now propose three hypotheses on the Hunt Process X 
Ml) tl= sup inf sup P-‘(T~,~,~, > t) < 1; 
r>o r>O IES 
(H2) /? E sup inf sup P”(r,,,,,, < t) < 1; r>o r>o JES 
(H3) Arsup inf .xyp,g. p“( T.9,.cr) < i) < 1. 
u>o r>O 
Pl.Y.J) 2 Id 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a Hunt process satislving (Hlb(H3). Then for 
any strong subadditive functions A of X, the following conditions are 
equivalent to each other: 
(Cl) j’= lB(r,rj(Xr) dA, 11 = 0; 0 
(C2) lim [sup E”( A( t))] = 0; 
rl0 .r 
lim {sup E”[A(T,,,,,,)] ) = 0. 
Remark. Due to Lemma l(i), Theorem 1 remains true for any additive 
functional. 
Proof We divide the proof into four steps (in the first two steps we 
assume [ = o for simplicity it is easy to be modified in the general case): 
Step 1. Under (Hl), (C2)* (C3). For any c>O, since (C2) is 
assumed, there exists to > 0 such that 
l-c? 
sup E”[A( to)] < 2 E, 
I 
(2) 
where c1 is given in (Hl). By (Hl ), there exists r, > 0 such that 
l+cr 
SUP W~B(,, r,) > to) <z. 
x 
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We want to prove that for all 0 < r Q r, /2 and all x E S, we have 
(4) 
Then (C3) will follow. 
Without low of generality we may assume that A(t) is bounded when we 
derive (4) from (2) and (3). Otherwise, we can replace A by A A m for all 
integers m > 1. Since A A m is also a strong sub-additive functional by 
Lemma l(ii) and (2) holds for all m uniformly, we can take limit in (4) for 
A A m as nr -+ as to obtain (4) for A by the monotone convergence 
theorem. 
Now for each 0 <r <r,/2 and all x, YES with p(s, p) Gr, since 
B(x,r)cB(y,r,), we have, by (3), 
(5) 
Noting A(0) = 0, we have 
= f E”[kt,<r ~(rr.r) G (k + 1) toi 4~~,,,,~)1 
k=O 
,< f E’[kt, < 7 mr.r) G 6 + 1) to; A((k + 1) to)1 
k=O 
< E“[A(t,)] 
-P’(@‘[(k - 1) 2, < 7B(.r,r, < kt,; AWt,)l 
k=l 
< E”[A(t,)l 
+ E” to < 7~r.r); iE X’ro’[kto < 7 B,r.r,~(k+l)to;A((k+l)to)l 
k=O 
(6) 
Put 
f(r)= p;,ps f E~Ckt,<r,~,.,,~(k+l)to;A((k+l)to)l. 
._ k=O 
plr.?‘)<r 
Sin= pWto), x) < r on (to < tg(,.,) ), it follows from (2), (5), and the last 
three inequalities of (6) that 
1-a 
f(r) G - 
l+a 
2 E+f(T)T. (7) 
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Since A is assumed to be bounded, we havef(r) < co. Thus it follows from 
(7) that 
f(r)<-. 631 
By the first inequality of (6) with y = .Y, (4) follows from (8). 
Srep 2. Under (H2), (C3)= (C2). For any E >O, since (C3) is 
assumed, there exists r. > 0 such that 
1-P 
where /I is given in (H2). By (H2), there exists t,rO such that 
l+P (10) 
We want to prove that for all 0 < I ,< to and all x E S, we have 
E’[A(l)] <&. (11) 
By the same reason as that in Step 1, we may assume that A is bounded 
without loss of generality. 
Define 
To = 0 and Tk+,= ~k+~B~X~O,.rol~QTkk, k>O. 
For any 0 < t < to, by (10) and the strong Markov property, we have 
inductively for each k B 1 
P”( Tk < t) < P”( Tk < to) 
. (12) 
Since A is nondecreasing, we have 
A(I)= f ~(,<,,,+,,m) 
iso 
cc 
G 1 hraw4Ti+A 
i=O 
=,iFo l (Tc~rST,+I) k$o [aiTk+,)-a(r,)l] 
=fI (T~<r,CA(Tk+,)-A(Tk)l. 
k=O 
(13) 
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Thus by the strong Markov property of X and the strong sub-additivity of 
A we have 
WA(t)ld f E”[T,<t;A(T,+,)-A(T,j] (by (13)) 
k=O 
% 
d c E”[Tk < f; EX’TA’CACte,x,r~,,~o,lll 
k=O 
(by (9)) 
<u--P)& i% 
---;,(!$)*=E (by(l2)). 2 (14) 
Hence (C2) follows from (14). 
Step 3. Under (H3), (C3)* (Cl). For each E>O, (C3) implies that 
there exists u > 0 such that 
where 1 is given by (H3). By (H3), there exists 0 <y. < u such that for all 
X, YES with p(x, y)au, 
(16) 
NOW for any O<r<r, and XES put 7’,=0, and for ka0 
T 2k+l = T2k+ lr=~~<;,[T~,r.u,‘.Q~?~l 
and 
T 2k+2= T2k+L + ~,~~~+,<;)CTB,~,~)“~T~*+II. 
Then we have 
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For any J’E S with p( y, ?I) < r d u we have B(.u, u) E B( y, 224). Hence by 
(151, 
1-A 
By the right continuity of the Hunt process, we have p(X( T,,), x) 6 r on 
(T,, < i). Thus it follows from (17) and (18) that 
Also by the right continuity of X, we have for k 3 1 
pW(T,k-,),-~)~u 
on (r,,P,<;). Hence by (16) and (20) we have for k>l 
P”(T,,<i)=E”[T,,~,<i;P”‘7’k~‘)(T,,.,,,,<i)] 
(20) 
1+A 1+1 
<-P”(T,,-,<[I<- 
2 
2 P”( T,, ~~ z < i ). 
Thus we obtain for all k > 0, 
(21) 
It follows from (19) and (21) that 
E” 
Step 4. (Cl) + (C3). This is obviously true because 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we apply Theorem 1 to some Levy processes in R” (see 
[2] or [4] for definition) to which Hypotheses (Hl)-(H3) are easier to be 
verified. 
LEMMA 2. Any L&y process satisfies (H2) with p = 0. 
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Proox Since Levy process is translation invariant, for each r > 0 and 
t > 0, 
sup pX(TB,.Y.r, < I)= PO(b,o,r, < f). 
IE R” 
Therefore for each r > 0, 
inf sup P(re,,,,,< t)= P”(s,,O.,,=O). 
r>O .reR” 
(22) 
By the right continuity of paths, we have 
IW~er~.r,)l 2 rv PO - a.e. 
Then 
PO(r B,O,r,=O)~Po(IWO)I >r)=O. 
Thus it follows from (22) and the above inequality that /3=0. 1 
A Hunt process is called non-sticky if for each x E S, P-‘(ri,l > 0) = 0. 
LEMMA 3. Any non-stick), L&y process satisfies (Hl) with c( = 0. 
Proof For each t > 0, by translation invariance, we have 
inf sup P-‘(T~,.~,~) > t) = inf P”(rBo,,, > t) 
r>O PER” r>o 
dPO(qo;>t)=O. 
Thus it follows that a=O. 1 
Remark. Since P”( T ioj > t) < P,(O, (0)) for a Levy process, where 
P,(x, A) is the transition function of the process, if for each t > 0, 
P,(O, (0)) = 0, then it is non-sticky. Especially, if there exists a transition 
density with respect o Lebesgue measure for a Levy process, then it is in 
this case. 
A Markov process in R” is called invariant if its transition function 
Pt(x, A) is both translation invariant and rotation invariant, i.e., 
P,(x + ); A + y) = P,(x, A) for all JJ E R” 
and 
Pt(x, r,A) = P,(x, A) for all rotation r.T centered at x. 
Obviously, an invariant process is a Levy process. 
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LEMMA 4. For any invariant process, if each singleton {x} is a polar set, 
then its a-subprocess (a>O) satisfies (Hl)-(H3) (see [2] for the definition 
of the a-subprocess). 
Proof: Since for each X, {x} is a polar set, we have 
f-(5 (,I>O)~P’(T(,I<‘~)=O. 
Thus the process is non-sticky. It is easy to see its a-subprocess (a > 0) is 
also a non-sticky Levy process, so by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, (Hl) and 
(H2) are satislied. 
For r, s > 0, put ys = (s, 0, 0, . . . . 0) and 
fr(s)=pO(e-u~~a(g~.r)). 
We want to prove that for each fixed u > 0, 
sup f,(s)10 as r LO. 
szu 
(23) 
Suppose not, then there is an so>0 such that 
sup fr(s)2EO7 O<r<l. 
5 > u 
Since for all 0 < r < 1, 
PO(e- aTB~.,.r.‘)) < po(e-“TB8’!r.I)) + 0 as sfcc, 
we can find sequences rn JO and s, > u with s, + z < co such that 
~Js,) asO. Then for each r>O, 
fr(z)2 lim fJ.s,)>~~. I, + x 
By the quasi-left continuity of (X,), we have 
Thus 
PO(e- ) uTf!;! 3 lim r,. POW TB'I'-.r))=~1::f~(Z)~Eg, 
which contradicts the fact that P”(Tipzi < co) =O. Therefore (23) is true. 
Now let T; denote the hitting time of B for the a-subprocess. For any 
x, y E R” with Ix - yl = s, by the invariant properties, we obtain 
P’(%~,,, --)=P”K,,,,,,-) 
= P”(e ~ oTd%r)) = f,(s). 
5X0 101 ‘I-I? 
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Hence by (23), 
inf sup P.‘(G,,,, < ‘x8 )= inf sup f;(u) = 0. 
r > 0 v. I t R” r>O ,>u 
I., .1., b L, 
Thus (H3) is satistied with ,I= 0. 1 
A typical example for a process in Lemma 4 is the Brownian motion in 
R” (n 3 2). Hence Theorem 1 applies to its a-subprocess called a-sub- 
Borwnian motion. Especially we may take A(r) = f; Iq(X,)l ds for any Bore1 
function q: R” -+ ??. Condition (Cl) can be changed into 
as Ix- ~1 10. Since it is easy to see that the (C2) for the standard 
Brownian motion and for the a-sub-Brownian motion are equivalent, 
we re-prove Theorem A-S as a corollary of Theorem 1 (except the case 
that n = 1). 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a L&y process ha&g a transition den&* 
p,(x, y) = cp,( Ix - ~1) tvith respect to the Lebesgue measure. Suppose * the 
function 
g(r)=jx cp,(r)dt, r > 0, 
0 
is finite and decreasing in (0, a)), and there exists a number b > 1 such that 
G-l@< 1. 
r10 g(r) 
(24) 
Then X satisfies (H 1 )-( H3 ). 
ProoJ By Lemma 2 and the remark after Lemma 3, X satisfies (Hl ) 
and (H2). 
For any fixed u > 0 and X, y with lx - JJ( 2 U, if 0 < r < u/(26 + 1) and 
z E R” with Iz - xl d r, we have 
I.~-~I~Ix-y1-Ix-zl>(2b+l)r-r=2br. (25) 
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Since the Green function G(x, .v) = f: pr(x, J) dt = g( 1s - yI ), we have, by 
(25) 
Therefore we obtain that for each u>O. 
inf sup P?‘[ TBc.,.rj < a] < hm - -bWr) < 1 
rso x, ? ran g@-) ’ 
1.x - 1’1 3 u 
- Since the bound llm,lo( g(26r)/g(2r)) is independent of U, we have 1~ 1, so 
(H3) is satisfied. 1 
Let X be a Feller process in R” with a symmetric transition density 
p,( ., .) with respect o Lebesgue measure m satisfying a boundedness condi- 
tion such as SUP,~,~ pl(x, I,) < cc for each t > 0. Thus the operators 
f’,fb) = E”Cf(X,)l, t >o. 
form a symmetric operator semigroup in L*( R”, m) with the infinitesimal 
generator A. 
A Bore1 function q in R” is said to be a proper perturbation of A if q 
satisfies the condition 
(26) 
By a standard argument, based on the Feynman-Kac formula and 
Khabminskii’s lemma (see [lo]), for a proper perturbation q of A, the 
operator A + q can be realized as a self-adjoint operator as the infinitesimal 
generator of the following Feynman-Kac semigroup: 
TJ-(x) = E” {[exP(f:q(X,)d~)]}f(X,)}. ~-0. 
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Therefore the proper condition (26) is the key point to the Feynman-Kac 
path-integral approach. 
Now let us turn to some special classes of the processes. 
1. Let X be the symmetric stable process of index M in R” (see [2] 
for definition). X can be determined by its transition operator (P,): for 
each t>O andfEL’(R”,m), 
(P(f)(x) = e+I~(x), .Y E R”, (27) 
where p is the Fourier transform off in R”. 
It is easy to see from (27) that the infinitesimal generator of {Pr} 
is the pseudo-differential operator - 1 -Al “‘. It is known that its Green 
function is the Riesz potential: C,,,. 1.~ - ~l’~“, where C,, = f((n - c()/2) 
[2”7Pf(cx/2)]-‘. 
If n > GL, then 
lirn 12r’x~’ = 2”-” < 1 
. rl0 Irl”-,r 
Thus by Theorem 1 and Lemma 5 we have 
THEOREM 2. For the symmetric stable process of index CI (0 -K u < 2) in 
R” with n > tl and the pseudo-differential operator ) - AJ “*, a Bore1 function 
q is proper if and only if 
lim sup 
[ j 
ICI(Y)1 
t-10 .Y ,),-.r,Gr Iy-Xln-odL’ =O. 1 
2. Another interesting example is the relativistic Hamiltonian 
operator of mass m: Jz-- m (m > 0). The corresponding Levy 
process has the transition density 
p,(x, y) =(2x)-" e,n'e~“""~~~2+~z)((~12+ntZ)dp (28) 
which is given by Herbst and Sloan in [S]. 
We have 
THEOREM 3. A Bore1 function q on R” (n > 2) is a proper perturbation to 
the relativistic Hamiltonian operator dz - m (m > 0) if and only if 
Iq(v)l , dy =O. 
IJ-.rlGr I?‘-.xlnp 1 (29) 
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Proof: Since the proper condition (26) for X and for its m-subprocess 
are equivalent, we may consider the process with the transition density 
instead of (28). Put 
&4)=(27Y jox [J--& jRne -\“lu2+r’lllpl’+m’) dp dt, 1 IA >0. 
We want to prove that 
g(u) - cu’-” as ~10. (30) 
If (30) holds, then Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 5. 
To verify (30), we estimate 
QU)zUfi-’ ‘Z 
j[ 0 &jRne 
-~,‘(U’+12)(lp12+,2)dp dt 1 
, z,* ) --u\ Q+ l)~r~+nq.,,-- I (jr ds 1 
where o,, _ , is the area of S,- ,( 1). By the monotone convergence, we have 
liiZ(u)=~,~, jox j: -$+ep”“;T;dt~ds 
x n-l = 
w‘ = L.,.,s?f 
c7 n-l 
0 
~1 e - ” dw 
0 )(I 
zc 
s(s2+ I)-‘“+“‘*ds <cc, 
0 > 
proving (30), so the theorem follows. [ 
Remark. An analytic condition for the proper perturbation of 
Jz - m has been independently derived in [3]. Condition (iii) of 
Theorem III.1 in [3] and condition (29) in Theorem 3 are equivalent. In 
fact, (29) is exactly the generalized Kato class K!” with c( = 1 as introduced 
by Simon [lo]. 
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